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LEONARD ASIMOW what strengthened form of these conditions which guarantees an extension can be found such that (**) holds in general.
We shall say X is decomposable at the closed face F (under /) if there exists a bounded linear functional / on A(X)* such that / is identically zero on <JF T >~ (weak* closure) and X = conv (K U F), where K = {xe X: 1 ^ f(x) ^ ||/||}. If X is decomposable at F and the linear span of F is weak* closed, then we show (Theorem 2.6 and Corollary 2.7) that the extension property (**) holds.
The closed faces of α-polytopes (see Phelps [4] ), for example, satisfy these conditions and hence are strongly archimedean. We show also that if F is a closed face complemented in X then a weak version of the extension property (*) can be obtained. As a corollary we obtain (*) as stated for simplexes.
1* Preliminaries* Let h be any real-valued function on the compact convex set X. We call the set of ordered pairs (x, r) e X x R c A(X)* x R such that r Ξ> h(x) the upper-graph of h. The lowergraph is defined analogously.
We note that h is convex if and only if upper-graph (h) is convex and h is concave if and only if lowergraph (h) is convex. Also h is lower-semi-continuous if and only if upper-graph (h) is closed and upper-semi-continuous if and only if lower-graph (h) is closed.
If x e X we define the gage functional p x on X by
Then p x is lower-semi-continuous, convex and affine along any line segment in X with one endpoint x. Also for each yeX there is a z G X such that
Let F be a closed face of X. 
and hence is a closed convex set. Consequently p F is lower-semicontinuous and convex.
In the sequel it is necessary to assume that the closed face F of X is self-determining, that is, if JV is the weak* closure of <JF> in A{XY then N Π X = F. If this is the case then let q: A{X)* -> A(X)*jN be the quotient map. The quotient space can be identified with the dual of the space of continuous affine functions on qX vanishing at 0 [2] . We then define the semi-norm p N on A(X)* by
It follows that p N is weak* lower-semi-continuous and sub-additive on A(X)*.
2. Decomposable faces* As our first step we give conditions which assure that if he A(X), h\ F ^ 0 then there is a ge A{X) such that g\ F = h\ F and g ^ 0 on X. /or eαc/^ fee A(X), Λ^ ^ 0, there is a ge A{X), g\ F = Λ| Ff er -h\\ P roof. Let λ e ^4(X) such that h\ F ^ 0 be given. Then h + \\h\\ ^ 0 so there is ^G A(X),^| F -h\ F , g t + /Sp|| ^0 and ||^ -h\\ ^ Λf||Λ||. Now apply the hypothesis to g x with a = β\\h\\ and get g 2 eA(X) such that ftU = h\ F , g 2 + β 2 \\h\\^ 0 and \\g 2 -g,\\ £ βM\\h\\. Continuing by induction we get a sequence {#J~= 1 such that g n \ F = h\ F , g n + β n \\h\\ ^ 0 and \\g n+1 -^|| ^ β n M\\h\\. Thus {^}j βl converges uniformly to ge A(X) such that g\ F = /ι| F , g^ 0 on I and US' -h\\ ^ £ ll</. + i -flϋl + llΛ -All ^ -5 -I I A | | . Proof. It suffices to show that the hypotheses of the preceding lemma is satisfied with M = 2 and β = 1 -1/r. Since p N ^ p F a must be greater than or equal to one and hence 0 ^ β < 1. Given & e A(X) f h\ F ^ 0 and h + α ^ 0 on X(α > 0) define h on A(X)* by
Then fc is sub-additive and weak* lower-semi-continuous. If y e X then since y = p F (y)z + (1 -p F {y))x with a? e F and j^Os) -1 we have
Let Y= conv({0} U X) in A{X)*. Then (*) continues to hold on Y. Thus {(x, r) e A(-3Γ)* x R: r ^ Λ( α ) + aβ} is a closed convex set disjoint from Y x {0}. A weak* closed separating hyperplaneyields exactly the graph of a weak* continuous affine function / on A(X)* such that f> 0 on Y,f< h + aβ on A(X)* and 0 </(0) < aβ. On N we have ^ = h and hence f < h + aβ there. Since N is a subspace and h is linear we have / = h + /(0) on iV.
Since p N ^ 1 on conv (Iu -X) we have g < h + 2α on X and -X.
Thus \\h -g\\ <* 2α and the proof is complete.
In [2] we define the self-determining face F to be conical in X (under /) if / is a bounded linear functional on A{X)* such that / = 0 on N = <JF>-,/ ^ 0 on X and xef(x)X + JV for all x6 X+ i\Γ.
We will say that X is decomposable at F (under /) if / is a bounded linear functional on A{X)* such that/s 0 on N and
Note that if X is decomposable at F then F is automatically selfdetermining. Also, as noted in [2] , if X is decomposable at F under / then F is a conical face of X under /. 
Thus (2) /
Combining (1) and (2) 
Proof. Since (h -fi)\ F ^ 0 there is & e A(X), g { \ F = (h-fi)\ F and 16 LEONARD ASIMOW
Qi ^ 0 on X. Let g\ = g t + / <β Then 0^ = % and ^ ^ /, on X. Now each g\ -A is identically zero on i* 
(F) such that each f%\p ^ h there is an extension g e A(X) of h such that each fi^g on X.
Proof. Since <F> is closed we can find some extension h f e A{X) of h (see, for example [2] , Th. 3.1). Thus, Theorem 2.6 applies with Λ, •• ,/ n and h'. 3* Complemented faces* We shall say the closed face F of X is complemented in X (by F') if there is a disjoint face F' (not necessarily closed) in X such that each yeX has a unique representation of the form
This implies in particular that <JP> and <F'> are complemented subspaces in A(X)*. For a complemented face F in X we obtain a stronger extension property. We establish a preliminary result first. LEMMA 
Let F be a closed face in X complemented by F\ Let feA(F) and geA(X) such that f ^ g\ F . Then the function h defined by
is affine and lower-semi-continuous on X.
Proof. The fact that h is affine follows directly from the definition of complemented faces. If (y, h(y) 
Since g(x') ^ f(x'), s ^ α/(α?) + βf{x') + Ίg{z) = fc(w) and hence (w, s) 6 upper-graph (h). Thus
which is closed. Hence h is lower-semi-continuous. If not there is zeX,f(z) ^ 1 and neN such that \\p(z) -n\\ < r. Let xe F and let yeX be given by
Thus \\y -x 0 + n'\\ < r/f(z) fg r contradicting (1) .
Applying the separation theorem to (2) we obtain a bounded linear functional g on /^(O) such that \\g\\ <£ 1/r; g ~ 0 on N and 1 on p({xeX:f(x) ^ 1}). Thus pZ" is decomposable at pF = F under # and g = g p' φ" 1 decomposes Y at i^7'. 5* Examples* We now give some elementary examples indicating the relationships between conical, decomposing and archimedean faces. Let X be the closed convex set in the plane consisting of the unit square together with the disk (x -1/2) 2 + y 2 ^ 1/4. Let F be the face consisting of the line segment from (0, 0) to (0,1). Then X is not decomposable at F since the only possible decomposing functional (α, 6) -> a does not work. Also F is not an archimedean face of X since the functional (0, r) -> r on F cannot be extended nonnegatively to X. On the other hand X is conical at F under the functional (α, b) -> α.
It is possible for F to be archimedean without being a decomposing face. For example let X be the intersection in the plane of (x -1/2) 2 + t ^ 1/4 and α; 2 + (y -1/2) 2 ^ 1/4 and let F be the extreme point {(0, 0)}. Then X is not decomposable at {(0, 0)} or even conical there since these notations coincide for F an extreme point. However X is archimedean at {(0, 0)}.
We next give an example of a closed face which is not selfdetermining. Let S be the set of nonnegative sequences in I 1 with norm less than or equal to one (weak* topology as dual of c 0 ). Let N be the subspace of sequences whose sum is zero and let F be a norm compact convex subset of the unit ball (containing 0) such that the norm-closed linear span of F is N. (Since N is separable there is a sequence (x n ) in N such that ||α n ||->0 and N = <X>~. Let F = norm cl-conv(^). Then F is norm compact by Krein's Theorem.) Let X = conv(F U S). Since S a X, A(X) consists exactly of all sequences in c Q and their translates. But then F is a closed face of X whose linear span N is weak* dense in l\ Hence <(F)>~ Π X = X. However X is nearly decomposable at F in the sense that the bounded linear function / on I 1 defined by f(x) -Σ~= i x % is identically zero on F and X = conv (F U {xe X:f(x) = 1}) .
